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Last month saw Maggie
leading the pack with a demonstration on ‘How to make Christmas Decorations’. A well
structured talk covering shape and form as well as the turning process itself. One or two
anecdotes would not have gone amiss however. I don’t think there was even a mention of
life as a nun or even, would you believe, all that time as a pole dancer!!! Ah well, there is
always next time.
Bill, Brian and Julian did an excellent job with our new camera system, the quality of which
seems to be well up to expectations.

Memb
ers’
Work

DIY Dust Extractor
B&Q are selling off Mac Allister Hepa filters for £5 online (originally £31).
They are around 7.1/2” in length and diameter. Do they fit your extractor?

Some members make lampshades by mistake. Others do
it deliberately.

Do you want a commission?
Alternatively, dig out that old bathroom fan that you have been keeping for a Hanging name-boards wanted
rainy day. Box it in with that sheet of ply that you keep stubbing your toes on One to hang with name on
both sides.
and Robert is a relative, before you know it you have your own ‘Microfilter’
Other to fix to gate.
extractor. Just screw the Hepa filter on the top and cover it with a bit of
Interested? If so
suitable material and that shed will never have been so dust-free.
contact Peter Castle

For Sale
Axminster Perform variable speed free standing Lathe with Axminster Clubman Chuck £140
Floor standing Axminster Perform bandsaw 88” blade £110. Contact Maggie
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Date of next Meeting:
Sunday 20th January
Club Member on
Photography
(bring cameras and work)

